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The artist in American society

LLOYD GOODRICH

In the arts of painting and sculpture, revolutionary changes have

taken place in modern times. These changes have been in the relation

of art to society and in the basic nature of the work of art itself. They

have created problems of current creativity such as never existed be-

fore.

In most societies of the past (say up to the French Revolution) art

was a visual expression of the dominant beliefs of the social unit,

whether a tribe, a city, a nation, or in Europe the whole of Christen-

dom. Such societies possessed a unity of faith or of temporal authority.

And the artist had an essential social function, as visual spokesman,

historian, and educator for the people—especially in the ages before

printing. Even after the rise of individualism in the Renaissance, art

still remained an expression of common beliefs.

But modern society, since the Enlightenment and the French Revo-

lution, presents no such unity. There is no longer any such universally

accepted system of belief as that of Catholic Christianity, which fur-

nished the chief content of European art for over a thousand years.

Science has tended to undermine old faiths without replacing them

with new ones. Political democracy has supplanted unity imposed

from a single authority by a balance of opposing classes and parties.

The individual has attained a new freedom and responsibility. So art

in modern democratic society has become less an expression of com-

mon ideologies than of personal ideas and emotions. The religious

element in modern art is less a matter of institutionalized religion

than of the individual's relation to the ultimate mysteries.

The beliefs of most historic religions were incarnated in human

form; and this human embodiment, this anthropomorphism, was

perfectly adapted for pictorial representation. For the medieval or

Renaissance world, the Virgin with her Child was an image that had

universal meaning. But the secular beliefs of today—ethics, democ-

racy, love of humanity, belief in human perfectibility—are more ab-

stract, and hence do not lend themselves so easily to pictorial expres-
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sion. Today there is no image that has the meaning which the Virgin

had for the people of the Middle Ages. And the gap between our

secular beliefs and their visual symbolizing widens as scientific knowl-

edge grows more complex.

Until the French Revolution, one of art's chief functions had been

to act as recorder and celebrator of the temporal powers of the world.

But with the reaction which followed the Revolution, the transfer of

power to the upper middle class, and the new freedom of individual

thought and expression, all this was changed. The old regime had

represented ancient faiths and allegiances, even though much of their

vitality had disappeared. But the new middle-class culture—secular,

materialistic, concerned with power and wealth, and narrowly moral-

istic—had little in common with the new creative energies in the arts

that had been released by the vast ferment of which the Revolution

was the climax.

Hence there came a division between the ruling classes and the

creative forces in art, such as had never existed before. From the early

nineteenth century on, middle-class culture dominated official art; re-

cognition was given only to conservative artists, and withheld almost

entirely from the vital innovators. On one side was an official art, now

largely outmoded; on the other, an independent art which included

most of die artists who seem important to us today.

Also, the past took on increasing prestige. As its great works were

accumulated and became more highly prized, they set standards of ex-

cellence and financial value for the monied classes. The rise of the

great American fortunes intensified this competition. Whereas a

Medici had been the patron of Michelangelo, a Morgan disregarded

living art and invested in the works of artists whom the Medici had

patronized. Thus the living artist acquired a formidable rival in the

past.

At the same time, the growing democracy of the twentieth century

created a new audience for art. In die historic past, the people had

respected art as an expression of church and state, but since the great

popular movement of cathedral-building in the Middle Ages, they

had played little part in its support or control. But with rising living

standards, education and leisure, the general public and its opinions

have become a new factor in the art world.

Meanwhile, science and technology have produced new mass forms

of visual art—photography, the motion picture, television, popular
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illustration, and advertising. The camera has come into direct com-

petition with the artist. In all previous ages, pictures of any kind were

made by artists. But in the last hundred years, this essential social

function has been largely taken over by photography. The printing

press and photomechanical reproduction have broadcast the printed

photograph. Photography in the form of motion pictures and tele-

vision has created a visual art for the people such as never existed

before. In the ability to tell a story, there can be no comparison be-

tween painting and the moving picture. The films have everything

—

motion, sound, light, verisimilitude. How can poor limited painting

—static, silent, handmade—compete with this?

All of this has brought fundamental changes in the social function

of the artist. He is no longer the visual preacher, historian, and story-

teller for society. He has lost most of his former practical and utili-

tarian social functions. But in partial compensation, he has been re-

leased for creative functions different from those of the past, for a

greater freedom of expression, and tor the dev elopment of new artistic

concepts and forms. He has gained a new creative role, equivalent to

that of the musical composer or the poet. His work has become as

purely an expression of thought and emotion as the poem or the

symphony.

Historically, the American people from the beginning were more

verbal-minded than visual-minded. The Puritan aversion to images,

the absence of masterpieces of art by contrast with the accessibility of

the world's great books, and the general opinion that painting and

sculpture, except for family portraits, were unnecessary and possibly

sinful luxuries, made the growth of our visual arts slower than that

of our literature.

One overwhelming manifestation of American deficienc y in visual

awareness was, and continues to be, the man-made physical environ-

ment of our country. Except for a few older cities, the visual character

of the United States is that of a highly industrialized nation that has

built with little rational planning and little regard for either artistic

or broad human values. Unlike the older European cities, which

have the unity and harmony of a long past and a homogeneous culture,

American cities are products of the materialism and architectural

anarchy of the industrial era. Rugged individualism in architecture,

together with wealth, engineering skill, and an expanding economy

that is always building, tearing down, and rebuilding, have combined
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to create the American city—in its spectacularity, inhumanity, and

architectural disorder, among the most remarkable phenomena on the

face of the earth. And the same is true of the American land, which

even in the longer-settled East seldom attains the man-made beauty

produced by centuries of cultivation. The raw outskirts of towns

yield to a countryside scarred by industrialism, high-speed transporta-

tion, and advertising.

In our century, advertising has effected a revolution in the visual en-

vironment of American life. It has transformed our newspapers and

magazines into parades of seductive pictures that overwhelm the text.

It has proliferated billboards, signs, and posters, has turned our cities

at night into jungles of colored lights, and where not controlled, has

made our streets and highways demonstrations of chaotic ugliness.

Never in history have pictures and images been so omnipresent, insist-

tent, and inescapable. Needless to say, their motivation is entirely

commercial, and any artistic value they may possess is incidental.

Here are forms of mass visual art that quantitatively dwarf the fine

arts. Their effect on public taste is a thousandfold that of all our

museums, galleries, and art schools.

Since the rise of industrialism, capitalism, and the modern state,

the most creative artists have seldom been spokesmen for the ruling

forces of society, as had their predecessors. They have usually been

libertarians rather than authoritarians, individualists rather than in-

stitutionalists, concerned more with human and democratic values

than with material power and wealth. (I am of course speaking of

artists in the democracies, not in the totalitarian countries.)

In the United States in our century, artists have been more aware

of social factors and have expressed themselves more freely about

them than in any other modern nation, except perhaps Mexico. In

the first decade of the century, our art was governed by an academic

idealism that ignored the crude realities of America, focusing on the

country rather than the city, on the upper and middle classes rather

than the masses, and especially on the innocent wholesomeness of

American womanhood. In revolt against this sugar-coated picture of

American life, the group of young realist painters led by Robert

Henri and including George Luks, William Glackens, John Sloan,

and Everett Shinn, turned to the life of the contemporary city, with its

glamor and sordidness and its human interest. Then in the 1920's and

1930's the regionalists and the painters of the American scene
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launched a visual exploration and evaluation of America, which made

an enormous contribution to our national self-knowledge, paralleling

the literary contributions of Dreiser, Sherwood Anderson, Sinclair

Lewis, and Faulkner. To such artists and miters we owe the fact that

we can see more clearly and truly our country and what we have made

of it.

Socialism in its early idealistic, Utopian phases had a strong appeal

for artists. The tremendous social and political upheavals of the

twentieth century, shattering the seemingly secure world of the nine-

teenth century, brought home to artists as to everyone else the fact

that in the modern world such forces directly affect the lives of all of

us. The depression of the 1930's, die rise of fascism, and increasing

world tensions led many artists throughout the world to see commu-

nism as the hope of mankind and blinded them to its tyranny.

The resultant social protest school of the 1930's produced the first

full-scale pictorial attack on our social system. In no other nation did

artists say so frankly, loudly, and persistently what was \vrong with

their country. And many of them did so while on the federal payroll,

during the art projects of the Roosevelt administrations—an example

of democratic freedom of expression unique in modern history.

Regionalism with its accompanying chauvinism and isolationism

could not survive in the modern world; and as to the social protest

school, world events from 1939 on rendered its message obsolete. As

dominant movements they were replaced by the trend to abstraction.

But social content and the American scene are still important ingred-

ients of our art today, with individual exponents as strong and varied

as Edward Hopper, Charles Burchficld, Ben Shahn, and Jack Levine.

To such artists the world in which they live and its actualities, issues,

and human meanings are essential elements out of which to create

art.

The contemporary artist is often taken to task for the critical char-

acter of his social commentary. But the artist did not create the evils

of today, and to condemn his picturing of them is to impose pollyanna

standards. Far from being anti-social, his protest, like most satire, is

the reverse aspect of idealism. I do not need to review the long, rich

history of satirical art, in other periods and countries as well as our

own, to prove how socially valuable such protest has been.

Or again, the artist is blamed for not producing a message that will

help to save society. This is to confuse his role with that of the philos-
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opher. To expect him to offer solutions to the most complex prob-

lems that have ever faced humanity, problems which have so far

proved beyond the capacity of our statesmen, scientists, and practical

men, is to ask the impossible. The artist makes his contribution by

being more sensitive than most of us to the climate of our times, by

expressing his individual reaction to it, and thus making us more

aware of the world we live in.

So far we have been concerned with subject-matter and attitudes to

it. Parallel to the changes in these respects has occurred a revolution

in the basic concepts of the nature of painting and sculpture. Fifty

years ago these arts were generally regarded as the representation or

imitation of the real world. This was of course a limited conception.

The great art of the past has never been merely realistic representa-

tion. In the art of primitive peoples, of civilizations such as Egypt, the

Near East, the Orient, and pre-Columbian America, literal representa-

tion was subordinated to the creation of pictorial images of the things

represented, images which disregarded external appearances and con-

centrated on essential forms and meanings. And in all historic art,

representation has been combined with design in form and color

—

physical elements which speak as directly and purely to the senses, and

through the senses to the mind, as do sounds in music. The forms of

nature are transmuted into the forms of art, into a new visual creation,

based on reality but transcending it, just as the musician creates a new

world in sound, or the poet takes the language of ordinary speech and

makes of it a new language.

Even in the most realistic world tradition, that of Europe since the

early Renaissance, underlying representation were these abstract ele-

ments of design in round form and deep space. The masters of the

High Renaissance were great not only because of the grandeur of what

they had to say but because they were great pictorial designers, as

supreme in visual composition as Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven in

musical composition. The difference was that they never formulated

the principles of formal design into such fully rationalized systems as

those of music. So the average beholder remained unaware of these

abstract elements, though sensing them unconsciously. Thus we have

the paradox of an art whose essential nature was hidden from the

popular mind until recent times. This need not surprise us if we

think of the limitations and the slow growth of human awareness in

other fields, including science. Columbus found America when
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searching for the Indies, and died without realizing that he had dis-

covered a new continent.

In terms of realism, the evolution of European art was a progressive

mastery of the imitation of nature, until by the second half of the

nineteenth century photographic naturalism had been pushed as far

as it could go, in an academic illusionistic art completely lacking in

the plastic values of the great representational art of the past. And the

camera was taking over the utilitarian functions of representation,

thus competing with the artist and at the same time liberating him for

more creative purposes. Art had to transcend naturalistic representa-

tion in order to have any raison d'etre.

Beginning with the French neo-impressionists and post-impression-

ists, innovators began to concentrate consciously on creation in form

and color, using visual reality more and more freely, and eventually

discarding it altogether with the coming of abstraction. Color, form,

line, material—the actual physical components of the work of art

—

were no longer a means of producing an illusion of reality, but a direct

sensuous language. In no other art has there been so revolutionary a

change in the generally accepted concept of its very nature. Music has

always been understood as a language of pure sound. Perhaps the clos-

est parallel has been in poetry, where literal meaning has given way to

free use of words for their sound or imagery.

While the artist and the art public are aware of this change, the

general public is not yet; to most of them painting and sculpture are

still a copy of something real. Any deviation from this disturbs them

more than in other arts because of the close relation between visual

reality and art. The physical world exists to the eye as it does not to

the ear. All objects have form, color, and position in space, but they

do not necessarily produce sound. Hence music uses a language which

has comparatively little direct connection with the real world

—

a language purely "abstract," in the sense in which I have been

using the word; and the musician is free to create in the language

of sound without disturbing the public. But the external visible world

is something in which everyone lives and moves and has his being; and

ii his concept of art is the old one, he is outraged by the liberties taken

by modern artists. This wide gap between the artist's concept of the

nature of art and the popular concept is the chief cause of the public

misunderstanding of modern art. But as the public comes to realize

that art can be original creation in free imagery, form, and color,
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parallel to music, there is beginning to be a more general acceptance

and enjoyment of modern art.

Opponents of modern art have often invoked the word "human-

ism," saying that since most great art of the past represented humanity,

abstract or semi-abstract art is therefore anti-humanist. If "human-

ism" means the naturalistic representation of human beings, it is cer-

tainly true that abstract art is not "humanistic." But such represen-

tation can be as cold as ice: witness academic art of the nineteenth cen-

tury; whereas abstract art which expresses emotion in a visual lan-

guage akin to music, to my mind can be humanistic in the broadest

sense. It is by its emotional content, not by its representation of

human subjects, that the humanistic value of art can be measured.

The creed of abstraction is a logical product of our age, and it has

made a great contribution. It has purified art of much that was dead.

It has discarded mere representation; it has released the artist from

competition with photography. We know now that the camera can

never take the place of the artist in creating art form and that the in-

stinct to create art form is perennial and will last as long as civilization.

Nevertheless I question whether pure abstraction is the ultimate

goal of artistic evolution. The analogy between music and pictorial

art, which I used earlier, is not altogether valid. As we have seen,

there is a difference between the relation of visual art to the real

world, and that of music. The visible world exists; it is inescapable-

it is the primary source of all pictorial art, the inexhaustible origin

of all forms and colors, the environment which determines all our

visual and tactile sensations. The artist cannot put down a line or a

color, or model a shape, without creating sensations of projection and

recession, of form and space, and hence some association with the

visible wor'd.

Just on the level of design, of those purely physical elements of

which abstract art is composed, the external world presents such an in-

finite variety of forms that the artist who avoids any relation to them

inevitably limits his artistic vocabulary. And on a broader basis, the

question is whether pure abstraction can permanently satisfy man's

deep desire for an art that will present images and emotions arising

from reality and at the same time embody them in enduring plastic

form. The instinct to create images is a fundamental one, and one

which I believe will never die. The work of art is complex; like the

human mind itself, it can exist on several levels simultaneously: on
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that of imagery with all its associations, as well as on that of pure

design.

In spite of the current predominance of abstraction and other ad-

vanced trends, a feature of American art today is the number and

strength of representational artists. I do not mean academicians, who
still cling to nineteenth-century concepts, but non-academic artists who

speak in more or less representational language. These artists have

profited by the discoveries of modern art, especially its emphasis on

plastic values, but they believe that there need be no conflict between

this and the representation of reality, any more than there was in the

great art of the past.

Prophesying future art trends is about as reliable as forecasting the

stock market. It may be that abstraction, as a dominant movement,

has reached and passed its high point. But there seems little doubt

that it will remain a vital creative form, producing new inventions

and mutations and new masters. Other innovating tendencies, how-

ever, are making themselves felt, some as outgrowths of abstraction,

some as reactions against it.

The most conspicious is what is sometimes called "The New Ameri-

can Realism," or more often, pop art. In many respects it is the exact

opposite of abstraction. Where the latter, in its search for purely

aesthetic values, disregarded the actualities of the external world and

of contemporary America, pop art uses the most common, banal fea-

tures of our daily life—advertisements, billboards, comic strips, can-

ned goods, soft drinks, automobiles, kitchenware—to produce an art

that, in one aspect, is a devastating commentary on American life,

both bitter and funny. Like the regionalists and the American scene-

school of the 1920's and I930's, the attitude of these artists toward

their native environment is ambivalent—a mixture of derision and

fascination. As their artistic language they have adopted the use ol a<

tual objects—a method originated by the Dada movement fifty years

ago but which the pop artists have carried much further, into elaborate

large-scale constructions in three dimensions. This is a revolution in

the physical nature of the work of art that cannot fail to have Ear-

reaching future results. Like any innovating school, pop ait lias its

element of shock-for-shock's-sake, but in the hands of its most gifted

exponents it is creating an art that is at once a revealing expose ol our

mass culture, and the creation out of it of a new kind of artistic order.

Representationalism, abstraction, pop art, op art, and all their in-
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numerable variations—I doubt if there was ever a nation or a period

whose art was more diverse than that of the United States today. The
swift successive revolutions of the past half-century have resulted in the

phenomenon of an advance guard, a middle guard, and a rear guard

all existing simultaneously. Some of our strongest figures have re-

mained relatively unaffected by current movements. We have in-

dividuals and whole schools of many different viewpoints, all having

their measure of validity.

This wide diversity of contemporary American art, this lack of the

relative unity of the art of the past, are undoubtedly bewildering to

the public. It is natural for some of us to envy that unity, and to for-

get that it was the result of more authoritarian societies than ours—as

is, today, the synthetic unity imposed by totalitarianism. This plural-

istic art of ours is the product of a democratic society, which in spite

of its pressure for uniformity, also gives wide scope to individualism.

That in a civilization so standardized in material ways, where we see

the same films, listen to the same radio and television programs, and

read the same syndicated news—that in such a civilization there

should be such variety of artistic creation and artistic opinion, is evi-

dence of the strength and vitality of democracy.

Many different artists saying different things to different audiences

of different sizes---this is characteristic of our art today. The question

of the size of the audience needs thinking about. Extreme opponents

of modern art have said that unless art communicates to the man in

the street, it is valueless. But an elementary knowledge of art history

refutes this. It is a platitude, but one which needs repeating, that the

new in art, as in most fields of human endeavor, is seldom understood

by more than a minority of the population, taking at least a genera-

tion for general acceptance. This applies particularly to the advanced

art of our time, which calls for a fundamental change in popular con-

cepts.

But in addition to this time lag, certain artists have had small

audiences not only during their lifetimes but thereafter, yet are no

less good. Winslow Homer and Albert Ryder were contemporaries;

Homer was popular, Ryder was not, and perhaps never will be. Docs

this have any real bearing on their relative merit? Artists like El

Greco have remained neglected for centuries until an audience ap-

peared which could appreciate them; indeed, this is true of whole

schools and the art of entire races and periods.
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Opinions vary from age to age, from group to group. Judgments

of artistic value, in the last analysis, are subjective, and not capable

of objective proof as in science. The nearest approach to such proof

is professional opinion and informed lay opinion, arrived at over long

periods of time. Such opinion ultimately sets standards which influ-

ence the taste of a large part of society. But one thing we can be sure

of: judgments based on the size of an audience are highly misleading.

To apply to art the principle of majority opinion, as in politics, is false

and destructive.

In the United States, unlike most European countries, the national

government has played little part in art. Our federal system, in which

education is considered the province of the states and localities, our

belief in individualism and private enterprise, and lingering popular

mistrust of art have restricted federal art activities to the irreducible

minimum—a few monuments and murals. Until the 19.S0's most of

these were ultra-conservative. The great exception was the federal art

projects of the Roosevelt administrations, a by-product of the depres-

sion. The most extensive art program ever undertaken by a modern

democracy, they were also the broadest in artistic policies, with a

minimum of either censorship or official propaganda.

After the federal projects ended, over twenty years ago, official art

activities reverted to their former inertia. But in the last few years

there has been a decided change. Largely through the initiative of the

artistic professions, our executive and legislative branches have be-

come aware that the arts deserve at least some of the recognition that

has been given to science, education, and public health. The recently

established National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities, while

limited in functions and finances, is the most important step in years

toward sound, long-range federal activities in the arts.

Municipalities and states, on the other hand, have taken an in-

creasing part in contemporary art activities, through local museums

and through state universities with their art departments and art gal-

leries. But in neither states nor municipalities, any more than in the

federal government, is there much evidence of what has marked the

great creative periods of history—the use of contemporary painters

and sculptors to produce art for public buildings and public plac es, to

be seen and enjoyed by a wider audience than that which visits mu-

seums. That in our ricli and energetic nation, now in the most creative

period in its history, there should be practically no use of our best
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artists to produce a vital public art is one of our great cultural failures.

By contrast, industry and business in the last few years have used the

work of living artists in an intelligent, imaginative way, as have liberal

churches. In both these areas can be seen the influence of sophisticated

architects who have graduated from both Beaux-Arts pseudo-classicism

and doctrinaire functionalism and who see that painting, sculpture

and design have as intimate a relation to architecture as they did in

the historic past.

Aside from such public art, still on a relatively small scale—for

whom and for what does the American artist create? By and large, he

produces primarily for exhibition and for sale to collectors and mu-

seums. He seldom produces for a specific use. Whereas in the past the

maker of murals, altarpieces, monuments, and portraits was creating

for a definite function and place, the contemporary artist in general

launches his work into the public domain, as does the writer or the

musical composer.

His audience is that special segment of the general public that is

interested in contemporary creation—collectors, gallery-goers, mu-

seum visitors, his fellow artists. This audience is only a small part of

the public that flocks to the movies or watches television. But it is

larger than at any time in modern history, and constantly growing, as

the changed concepts of modern art become more widely understood.

Its importance is out of all relation to its size; it supports contem-

porary creation morally and spiritually, if not always financially; and

it influences the wider public. As patron of living art it has taken the

place of church, state, and aristocracy.

The financial support of art in the United States is largely private.

Governments, aside from their relatively minor activities already

mentioned, contribute indirectly and negatively through tax-exemp-

tions. The general public contributes the infinitesimal fraction of the

tax dollar that goes for cultural purposes. Some museums receive

local support, usually only partial and aggregating far less than that

of other educational institutions. Otherwise, the art world is financed

chiefly by private wealth—either past wealth in the form of endow-

ments and foundations, or current contributions. The supporters of

contemporary creation are private collectors, museums, schools, col-

leges, foundations, and some business corporations.

The economics of the art world are peculiar. One determining

factor is the uniqueness of the work of art: it exists in only one exam-
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pie (except for prints and sculpture casts) which can be owned by

only one owner and seen by only a few people at a time. This is a

physical limitation that applies to no other art form. Literature,

drama, music, and motion pictures can be reproduced or performed

for limitless audiences. Hence the necessarily high cost of owning an

original work of art, by comparison with the cost of books, plays, con-

certs and films. Compared to the numerous patrons of these arts,

relatively few private individuals can purchase works of art.

On the other hand, a much larger audience is interested in contem-

porary art, visits museums and galleries, buys art books, periodicals,

and reproductions, and looks at art in mass circulation magazines.

But most of this audience pay little or nothing for the privilege and

pleasure of seeing art, as they do for everything else they enjoy. They

are spectators, not supporters. And the artist, for his contribution in

exhibiting his work—the most important function he performs for his

audience—receives nothing. (Indeed, he often has to pay fees for sub-

mitting his works to open exhibitions if he is not invited.) Everybody

connected with an exhibition—museum worker, packer, shipper, ex-

press and insurance companies, printer—all are paid, except the prime

mover in the whole enterprise, the artist. He performs a function for

which he receives no return, and his audience receives a benefit for

which it does not pay.

It is a revealing fact, proved by several statistical surveys, that except

for a limited number of best-sellers, most artists in our rich country

are unable to support themselves by the sale of their work, but must

depend on teaching, commercial art, jobs outside the art field, or

private income. This does not mean that there is a depression in the

market lor American art. On the contrary, there is a boom; the most

established artists have never been more in demand, commanding high

prices and selling most of what they produce. Collectors who a few

years ago would look only at the School of Paris are now competing to

buy American art. All of this is to the good, and let us hope it will

increase. But this prosperity is so far confined to relatively lew artists.

The large majority have to support themselves by non-creative work

which is a chain on their time and energy. It is a paradox, sad but

line, that many artists live by teaching others a profession by which

they themselves cannot make a living—except by teaching.

There are those who would reply that hardship is normal in an art-

ist's lile, that indeed is a good thing, since it eliminates the pseudo-
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artist and leaves only the true creator who is concerned entirely with

his art, and has a soul above such sordid matters as making a living. I

never did believe this comfortable theory, any more than the Victorian

doctrine that "suffering ennobles." And I find this kind of thinking

particularly objectionable when the hardship so blandly justified is

someone else's, and not one's own. I doubt if any man's art was ever

helped by poverty and frustration. On the contrary, the history of art

is filled with cases of artists whose work was injured, sometimes

seriously, by such factors.

It is true that what counts in the perspective of history is the best

in contemporary creation, the work of the most gifted minority of the

artistic profession. But how do we decide who are these "best" artists,

those who alone deserve support? The errors of contemporary taste

are notorious. If those who influence current reputations—critics,

collectors, museums—are "right" 25 percent of the time, they are

fortunate. To allow for the uncertainty of contemporary judgment,

the artistic profession as a whole should be in as sound a state as pos-

sible, so that the "right" artist who is not fashionable may at least sur-

vive as an artist. Better to help support ninety-nine who may not be

"right" than to starve a single "right" one.

The principal uses of an artist's work, from which it should be pos-

sible for him to receive financial returns, are exhibition, reproduction,

and purchase. Under present conditions, his returns come almost ex-

clusively from the last. The problem is to make it possible for

him to secure income not only from sales to a few museums and

collectors but from the other uses of his work. Complementary to this

is the problem of getting his audience to pay for what he gives them.

With current improvements in color printing, reproductions are

reaching far wider audiences than the original works can. As tele-

vision develops its enormous cultural potentialities, visual art should

play a role like that of music in radio. Great art of the past and pre-

sent is a treasure-house on which television and film have scarcely be-

gun to draw. The mass communication mediums, including the popu-

lar press, can greatly extend the contemporary artist's audience. But

he is as much entitled to compensation for such use of his work as the

writer or actor.

Perhaps the most important potential source of artistic income, as

well as the one fraught with the most difficulties, would be payment

to the artist for lending his work for exhibition. This idea, though
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radical, is not new; it was proposed in 1935 by the Society of Ameri-

can Painters, Sculptors and Gravers and actually carried out by a few

museums, including, I am glad to say, the Whitney Museum. But the

art world was not prepared for so fundamental a measure, and it was

abandoned after a year.

The practical difficulties of such a program are obvious enough.

They are largely financial. One possibility could be to charge ad-

mission to contemporary shows and pass this revenue on to the ex-

hibitors. All of this would involve radical re-thinking of the econo-

mics of contemporary art on the part of all elements of the art world.

But somewhere in this direction, I believe, may lie one future path

out of the economic impasse that faces many painters and sculptors

today.

The creative artist has an essential role to play in modern society.

His social function is not necessarily direct; he does not need to com-

ment on social problems for his work to be socially valuable. By

expressing his individual ideas and emotions, he adds to the sum of

human awareness. Even his ridicule adds to our self-knowledge. He
furnishes that education of the eye that is so necessary in our mass-

production culture. By creating in form and color embodiments of

visual harmony, he contributes to the humanizing and civilizing proc-

ess by which society must some day be transformed. His art represents

a search for perfection in its kind that is precious not only for our

personal pleasure but ultimately for its influence on the collective

mind. Like all products of man's higher powers, the work of art can

be a pattern of the reason and order that are so much needed in our

society and in our relations person-to-person and nation-to-nation.

As Goethe said, "Man can find no better retreat from the world than

art, and man can find no stronger link with the world than art."
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